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About This Content

Dejobaan Games loves you. And you always hurt the one you love. Here are five brand new, ultra-punishing levels designed to
make you hurl your keyboard across the room in frustration. These are unfair obstacle courses of shifting barricades, split-

second decisions, and twists so narrow that they'll abrade away your nose. To make things more brutal, we've strapped rockets to
your back, so you're screaming along at twice terminal velocity. And if you crash, the new checkpoint system pops you back

into the action without giving you a chance to breathe. And you know what? It's fast, fun, and ridiculously awesome.

Key Features:

Brand new DLC for AaaaaAAaaaAAAaaAAAAaAAAAA!!! -- A Reckless Disregard for Gravity
5 ultra-punishing levels
Checkpoints and respawns allow you to replay the action quickly
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You play as a celestial body orbiting a black hole trying to dodge other celestial bodies falling into the black hole. Click to
increase orbit and release to decrease orbit. The longer you are alive the more points you acquire. Its a simple premise that get
varied with a few other mechanics as your points increases. It takes a bit of getting used to moving in a circular orbit but after
that your trying to beat your high score over and over. A fun game to play in short spurts.. i had sex with my chickens

10 10 would make eggs again. Absolutely beautiful game. Runs without a hitch. Loads of fun with a good level of difficulty.
10\/10. This is my new, favorite break-out / Arkanoid clone, no contest. This game has a unique mechanic in which you can
strike the ball, and use a charged-up hit that causes the ball to deal extra damage to blocks and enemies.

The game can be a bit difficult, as your character can take damage from both losing the ball, as well as taking damage from
enemies. However, the challenge is actually quite refreshing; every level you beat feels like it was a worthwhile challenge.

As a classic / old school game fan, I have to say this game has top-notch pixel art, very catchy tunes, and overall really fun and
solid gameplay.. movement that somehow feels both floaty and extremely slippery at the same time, the player moving at insane
speeds which are hard to deal with or move precisely with and graphics that are almost outright unappealing; as well as even
more, do not make a good game. The general lack of polish (ex: title screen resetting in each menu, grating sound effects such
as for the text when the game opens) also doesn't help, I've made my own games and bugs like that aren't too hard to fix. If you
want a precision platformer that is in any way tightly\/well made, or anything with the controls to warrant the precision needed
for this game, look elsewhere.. Doesn't work on Windows 10
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An Overwhelming Amount of Bugs
☐ Repetitive and Uninspired Gameplay
☐ Seamless Animations
☐ Enjoyable Gun-play
☐ Party System
☐ Intelligent AI

You decide.. This is a great time killer but if you enjoy fast-paced games then this isn't helpful to you I played this when i was a
kid and i loved it and then i searched for it and found it. it really is a great game to just chill with.. i need help. Looks like
another good addition to VR collection. Great job dev(s). Great SNES-style RPG with a fun combat system and excellent sound
track.. Truly terrifying game. Beware of the light, It can be your friend and also your enemy. Also there are donuts :D.
Awesome game. Love the music, combat, customization, and the devolopers.

The music was so awesome. During a fight with the boss the music made me play outta my mind because i thought i was the
main character in an anime. :)

The combat is smooth. The only thing i hate is that magic items or spells can only be used a certain number of times. So
building a mage character will be harder especially since the spells also cost mana(I'm fine with mana).

Your weapons can be enchanted to have special effects. Fire, water, wood..etc.

I started a disscusion to ask about adding a camera that centers the character instead, not expecting them to put it in or anything
but just ask if they planned on adding it and got an almost immediate answer saying that he would add it in with the patch the
next day just for me. I was so surprised and thought he was joking but the next day the patch notes said it was added. So i went
in game and there it was. Awesome developers. The game itself is really fun to play and having awesome developers behind it
and always improving it for their players is a 10\/10 in my book!

Overall: The game is awesome and i would definitely reccomend this game!. Fun game, wack compared to ds1 and ds3 tho. Still
good
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